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Introduction
The Protect Sápmi foundation has during 2016 invested in model for impact assessment. This new model
is based upon free and open source software and data. The new model is an analysis process using
previously mentioned free and open source software. Each analysis is conducted together with the
organization or group of indigenous people whose land is affected.

The software
The system consists mainly of two pieces of software: GIS client and a database engine.

GIS Client
The GIS client is QGISi version 2.12.2. A popular software for GIS work. It is well maintained and feature
rich. It also has a living community writing hundreds of add-ons or discussing problems online.

Database
For storage of the larger datasets a local database was setup. The selected database is PostgreSQLii.

The data
Norway is an almost ideal country to work in. There is a lot of data supplied by various government
branches and non-profit organizations.

The Norwegian mapping institute
The Norwegian mapping instituteiii supplies free, high resolution background maps under an open license.
The Norwegian mapping institute also supplies datasets with most data of interest. Roads, buildings,
height maps, administrative boundaries, power grid to mention a fewiv. Their data is released under
Creative Commons Attributions 4.0 Internationalv

Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE)vi handles all existing and upcoming power
plants and powerlines. Data for all of Norway’s power plants, powerlines and hydrological resource data
can be found on their website. This data is also free to use. They have their own license which requires
the user to state the source (NVE). NVE also has a disclaimer in the licensing agreement, stating that they
are not responsible for any errors found. This license will be included with any downloaded dataset.

Geological Survey of Norway
Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) handles data on existing mines and quarries as well as a plethora of
geological data. Their data is also free to use under an open license. License is available in Norwegian
onlyvii.

Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research
NIBIO has a lot of data on land and types of land. There's also a very large dataset on reindeer husbandry
available here. Most of their data is free and open source. A few datasets are locked and only available to
Norwegian Authorities. Their data is available under an NLOD 1.0 license.viii

Directorate of Fisheries
The Directorate of Fisheriesix has data on the different fish populations of Norway. They also have
information on all fishing zones and all aquacultures in Norway. Their data is free to use but lacks a
specific license. Their data is downloadable from their online service by simply selecting data in a map
windows followed by downloading the selection in a chosen format.

Investigation process
Each investigation has a number of steps. The initial stages are all about collecting information on the
district or area that the customer represents. A search through the above mentioned data sources to find
out more about the area. Once basal knowledge has been acquired it is time to interview a representative
of the district or area in order to get their view over what the disturbances are in the district. This list not
only contains existing disturbances but upcoming ones as well. This list is the basis of our investigation.
Together with the district representative we will work out how much these disturbances affect the area.
The size of the zones will be decided based on a combination of traditional knowledge, scientific studies
and prejudicating rulings from a court of law. Note that upcoming disturbances will have often have two
zones; One zone represents disturbance during the construction phase where a much larger area is
affected. The other zone represents operational disturbance. Each object will be described in its own
journal, showing both the selected disturbance zone as well as how this object affects reindeers, humans
and the environment. Once everything is identified and added to the our QGIS installation, we can start
calculating the ratio of affected versus unaffected land. This is a long process where each disturbance is
compared with the area we're looking at. Any part of the disturbance zones overlapping the investigated
area is kept. In the end all trimmed disturbance objects are combined into one single polygon of which
we calculate the final size. This size is then compared to the size of the district or area. At this stage we
will be able to calculate a percentage of affected area.

Example case
In our example we have collected all essential data, decided upon disturbance zones and added
everything to QGIS. The final calculation will be conducted as follows.

Image 1: This image shows the selected area with buildings, cities and cabins with selected disturbance zone. Drawn in
green.

Image 2: The selected area with disturbance zones for power grid drawn in red

Image 3: Some selected roads are causing extra disturbances. Here colored brown.

Image 4: Hydro power plants and dams are added with selected disturbance zones blue.

Image 5: A railway goes straight through this area, here drawn in grey.

Image 6: This image adds potential mines and quarries with disturbance zones in brown.

Image 7: Wind power farms are added, here drawn in mint green.

Image 8: There are a few snowmobile tracks in the area. They are colored purple.

Image 9: This image shows a summary of existing disturbance zones. This single polygon is colored light brown.

A number of objects are in the works in this area. New roads, new wind power farms, new hydro power
plants and new powerlines. It is time to look at what the area will look like during the construction phase.

Image 10: Power grid upgrades, here in light red.

Image 11: The new E6 road during construction. Colored brown.

Image 12: New windmill farm in mint green.

Image 13: Planned hydro power in this area. Colored blue.

Image 14: This image shows a comparison between existing disturbances in light brown and new / potential disturbances
during their construction phase. It illustrates how much more land will be affected if everything is built at once.

Image 15: The green color represents the disturbance caused by objects as they are no longer in the construction phase.
More land will be affected than if nothing was built at all, but still less than during the construction phase.

At this point we can calculate the size of the three different polygons and the size of the investigated
area.
Area
The district
Affected area today
Affected area with during constructional phase
Affected area with during operational phase

Area
Percent of district
(km^2)
2416,234
100,00%
1262,327
52,24%
1518,259
62,84%
1405,218
58,16%

As we can see above, if all of the new objects really are built another 10% of this district will be affected.
That's 241 square kilometers. A very large area. Some of this area is permanently affected, which is why
only about half of the area affected during the construction phase is reclaimed.
In this particular example over half the district is affected to varying degrees.
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